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Conflict of interest (COI) according to the World Association
of Medical Editors (WAME) B…exists when there is a diver-
gence between an individual’s private interests (competing
interests) and his or her responsibilities to scientific and pub-
lishing activities such that a reasonable observer might won-
der if the individual’s behavior or judgment was motivated by
considerations of his or her competing interests^ [1]. Most
individuals think of COI in financial terms, but in fact, it has
as much to do with an individual’s loyalty to a research con-
cept, society, or clinical belief system as it does with any
financial considerations. The WAME suggests that each jour-
nal have its own definition of COI and attempt to maintain a
consistent policy in its publication process.

This editorial suggests that the InternationalUrogynecology
Journal (IUJ)begin adoptinga formalprocess for reportingand
managing COI among the editors, editorial board, reviewers,
and authors. The intent is to guarantee the most transparent
practice in scientific publication and provide the best and most
balanced reviews forauthors submittingmanuscripts.COIdoes
not necessarily disqualify a manuscript from review and ulti-
mate publication as long as the COI is reported in a way that
readers and policymakers can properly weigh its findings in

light of other literature and if it can bemanagedwithdisclosure.
We suggest adopting such policies to provide transparency, not
to implement any form of censorship.

The following areas are consistent with the WAME policy
statement on COI, and we believe they should be the back-
bone of IUJ’s policy. In addition, the editors will adopt the
form provided by the International Committee of Medical
Journal Editors for declaring COIs [2].

Financial COI is present if an individual in the publication
process has any expectation of receiving money, gifts, or ser-
vices that would be related to a specific outcome in the pub-
lication process. For authors, this means accurately complet-
ing the COI form that accompanies any submission. For re-
viewers, this means either declaring a conflict of opinion and
declining the review, or declaring the COI to the editor man-
aging the manuscript.

Academic COI is present if an individual in the publica-
tion process has a strong belief (academic passion) in an ex-
planation of a phenomenon, method, or idea. This COI is
probably the most difficult to manage. For authors it means
not overstating research outcomes. For reviewers, it means
objectively reviewing an article even contrary to personal
opinions and beliefs.

Personal COI is present if an individual in the publication
process has a personal relationship (either positive or negative)
such that it will unduly influence the outcome of the publication
process.For reviewers, thismeansbeinghonest andnot allowing
personal relationships to influence opinions and reviews.

Institutional COI is present when an individual in the
publication process has a tie to an institution that may have a
position or interest in the outcomes of a publication. This COI
is similar to the financial COI and is particularly pertinent for
authors employed by the corporation producing the report.

These areas of COI will become part of the IUJ’s in-
structions to authors, and editors will recommend that
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manuscript reviewers refer to these recommendations if
there are any questions regarding their participation in
the review process.

Managing COIs with a process that is nonputative, fair, and
leads to transparency is the goal of any process for declaring
COI. If a COI is declared appropriately, it is often all that is
necessary for managing the situation. However, there are rare
instances in which a COI is not manageable. In these rare
cases, the editors may disqualify the report from publication.
If there are concerns that a COI was not properly declared, the
editors will perform an investigation of the concern as outlined
by WAME. If it is felt a COI was not properly declared, the
editors will write the authors requesting a statement providing

the reason, and that statement will will be published as an
erratum to the article.
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